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Situated among the North Cascade Mountains of Washington State, in the Glacier Peak
Wilderness Area, Miners Ridge contains vast quantities of copper. Kennecott Copper
Corporation’s plan to develop an open-pit mine there was, when announced in 1966, the first
test of the mining provision of the Wilderness Act passed by Congress in 1964. The battle over
the proposed “Open Pit, Big Enough to Be Seen from the Moon,” as activists called it, drew the
attention of both local and national conservationists, who vowed to stop the desecration of one
of the West’s most scenic places. Kennecott Copper had the full force of the law and mining
industry behind it in asserting its extractive rights. Meanwhile the U.S. Forest Service was
determined to defend its authority to manage wilderness.An Open Pit Visible from the Moon tells
the story of this historic struggle to define the contours of the Wilderness Act—its possibilities
and limits. Combining rigorous analysis and deft storytelling, Adam M. Sowards re-creates the
contest between Kennecott and its shareholders on one hand and activists on the other, intent
on maintaining wilderness as a place immune to the calculus of profit. A host of actors cross
these pages—from cabinet secretaries and a Supreme Court justice to local doctors and college
students—all contributing to a drama that made Miners Ridge a cause célèbre for the nation’s
wilderness movement. As locals testified at public hearings and writers penned profiles in the
nation’s magazines and newspapers, the volatile political economy of copper proved equally
influential in frustrating Kennecott’s plans.No law or court ruling could keep Kennecott from
mining copper, but the pit was never dug. Identifying the contingent factors and forces that
converged and coalesced in this case, Sowards’s narrative recalls a critical moment in the
struggle over the nation’s wild places, even as it puts the unpredictability of history on full display. 

“Adam Sowards picks up where John McPhee left off in Encounters with the Archdruid.An Open
Pit Visible from the Moon offers an equally engaging and carefully researched account of the
Kennecott Copper mining controversy in the Glacier Peak Wilderness. Rather than simplifying
the story as a victory of environmental interests over corporate profits, Sowards explains the
disparate and sometimes surprising factors that kept Kennecott Copper from mining its claim.
This is a must-read for anyone interested in understanding how wilderness politics and
protection work.”—James R. Skillen, author of Federal Ecosystem Management: Its Rise, Fall,
and Afterlife “With a clear love for the wild place that caused this historical ruckus . . . Sowards
spins a campfire-worthy tale about a controversial fight that has been largely relegated to
“footnote” despite its critical role in America’s conservation legacy.” —Montana: The Magazine of
Western History “An Open Pit Visible from the Moon is remarkably well organized, weaving
many disparate elements into a cogent whole; it is written clearly in a relaxed and easy-to-read
style. . . . [I]n our current times, such citizen action is of critical importance in protecting and



preserving both specific landscapes and the public interest in public land.”— Pacific Northwest
Quarterly “[W]e . . . have Sowards’s illuminating and well-written book, which joins the recent
work of James Morton Turner, Mark Harvey, and Paul Sutter to cast new light on the importance
of wilderness in shaping American culture, society, and politics.”—Journal of Arizona
History “Sowards provides insight into the real on-the-ground struggle and immense obstacles
and uncertainties faced by conservationists where the outcome was not preordained or
predictable. He tells the story through the eyes of the conservationists involved. It goes beyond
just the public and published records and digs deep into their personal files, recollections,
newsletters and publications of the conservation groups so that the reader gets a complete
picture of the grave challenges they face.”—The Wild Cascades: The Journal of the North
Cascades Conservation Council “Dr. Sowards has produced an intriguing, well-researched and
well-documented historical accounting of the fight—initiated at the most basic level of American
society—to prevent development of an open-pit mine in a relatively unspoiled area. . . . Sowards
has told an intriguing story that occurred at a time when public advocacy, at a considerably basic
level when compared to that existing today, was a moving force.”—California Fish and Wildlife --
This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorEnvironmental historian and writer
Adam M. Sowards is Professor of History at the University of Idaho. He is the author of The
Environmental Justice: William O. Douglas and American Conservation and editor of Idaho’s
Place: A New History of the Gem State.  --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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national park in 1968ACKNOWLEDGMENTSSINCE WRITING THIS BOOK, I have often joked
that I wrote it by accident, but I never joked that I did it alone. I am grateful to be able to publicly
acknowledge the support I received along the way.Jeff Crane invited me to contribute an essay
to a book he and Char Miller were editing on grassroots environmentalism. I resisted, insisting
that I had nothing to offer. Jeff was relentless, so I suggested that I write about this wilderness
campaign, thinking it would be a short, quick, one-off essay before I moved on to another book
project. But when I dove into the research, I realized this story deserved its own book; four years
later, here it is. My initial thanks, then, go to Jeff and Char, who prompted this project and whose
enthusiasm sustained it at the outset. That first essay appeared in The Nature of Hope:
Grassroots Organizing, Environmental Justice, and Political Change, published by the University
Press of Colorado, which graciously provided permission for me to use material first appearing
there.Writing a book depends on many practical matters. Archivists do the work that allows
historians to research and write. Staff at the Bancroft Library at the University of California,
Berkeley; Special Collections at the University of Washington Libraries; and the National
Archives at Seattle were essential to my research. Samantha Richert of the National Park



Service unearthed some important photographs for me. My home institution, the University of
Idaho, also facilitated this project. The College of Letters, Arts, and Social Sciences provided
research funding that allowed me to travel and focus. Former college dean Andy Kersten created
these grant and fellowship opportunities, and my former department chair Sean Quinlan
supported my applications for them. The department also helped defray the costs of the maps
and photos. My sincere thanks to all who helped establish this foundation.Although my
methodology focused on archival and published materials, I connected with a handful of people
who were involved in the North Cascades campaign, related organizations, or the wilderness
movement. Those contacts improved my book and, even more importantly, inspired me by their
commitment and generosity. Robert Michael Pyle, with his characteristic zestful spirit, shared his
experience at the protest recounted in chapter 7. Philip Fenner, current president of the board of
the North Cascades Conservation Council, not only granted me permission to use material from
the organization’s newsletters but also shared his own photographs of Miners Ridge and Glacier
Peak. Longtime activist Doug Scott, who possesses a keen interest in wilderness history,
answered my out-of-the-blue email and shared a vital perspective not available in the archives.
At an unrelated meeting, I met Gary Paull, who worked on recreation for the U.S. Forest Service
out of Darrington; he shared maps with me and saved me from making some mistakes regarding
the land’s legal status. If I have misconstrued anything from these helpful people, the errors are
mine alone.I shared my in-progress research on two memorable occasions. In 2017 Steve
Schulte invited me to be the Wayne Aspinall Distinguished Chair in History and Political Science
at Colorado Mesa University. I was grateful for that opportunity to present my initial conclusions
and to ponder the good questions raised there that forced me to think harder about my
arguments. Steve also helped me understand Representative Aspinall in crucial ways. In 2018
Crawford Gribben of Queen’s University Belfast invited me to Northern Ireland to discuss my
work with Northern Bridge Consortium postgraduate students, and presenting there was
unforgettable experience that afforded me the distance I needed to see my work in a broader
context.I have the great fortune to be publishing this book with the University of Oklahoma Press.
Now retired, Chuck Rankin acquired the book for the press. His initial interest and a critical
reading of several chapters confirmed that I was on to something. Adam Kane took over as
editor-in-chief and has been a model editor, providing the right amount of prodding and support.
Steven Baker ushered in the final product with professionalism. All three always made me feel in
exceptionally competent hands. The press connected me to Erin Greb as cartographer and
Chris Dodge as copy editor, and both improved the book in incalculable ways. The press also
ensured that the book proposal and the completed manuscript received excellent reviewers
whose questions and insights improved my understanding, ideas, and expression. Initially this
book was targeted for a series edited by Mark Fiege, and his interest in it helped propel me.
However, it became clear that the manuscript fit better in the Environment in Modern North
America series, edited by Leisl Carr Childers and Michael Childers. I am delighted to be part of
this series and to have worked with Leisl and Mike, model scholars and editors I admire. They



have championed this project more than a writer dares to expect. I hope this finished book
rewards their faith in it.In my experience, environmental historians have always been a
welcoming audience and collegial group. I have benefited from innumerable conversations about
my research at meetings of the American Society for Environmental History. I would not be able
to list all those scholars whose work and whose conversations have shaped my work, so I have
to be content to highlight a few and apologize to those omitted. Mark Harvey and Lauren Danner
both shared archival material with me from their own research. Steve Pyne read an early version
of the essay that appeared in The Nature of Hope and provided trenchant literary advice (that I
should probably have taken more to heart) and continued to be the sort of mentor I have
appreciated since graduate school. Kevin Marsh and Jay Turner remain my wilderness history
teachers, and I relied on their scholarship and friendly answers whenever I queried them.
Similarly, I drew on Jamie Skillen’s knowledge of public lands history to strengthen the
manuscript. And everyone should have a friend and colleague like Lisa Brady, who has been a
steadfast supporter and confidante during this project (and long before); I hope she realizes how
much I admire and rely on her good judgment and friendship.Living in the same town as another
Northwest environmental historian has distinct advantages. Jeff Sanders deserves special
thanks. He read the manuscript in full and in pieces, over and over. His critical eye saved me
from mistakes and embarrassment countless times. His incisive questions pushed me further in
my thinking and pointed out oversights. Our regular meetings over coffee and walks around town
have become a type of intellectual and personal sustenance for me that I never expected. For
more than a decade now, we have grown as scholars, writers, and people together, and Jeff has
become a most important influence. I hope I can repay his assistance and friendship in kind.No
one matters to this process more than my spouse, Kelley. Her faith and support in what I do is
boundless and sometimes a substitute for my own. Her patience with the inevitable ups and
downs writing a book entails means that she deserves rewards and thanks more than this
acknowledgement can provide. With endless openness she listened to my discoveries, shared
in my ideas, and read my words—always with enthusiasm and charity. For the last decade, we
have shared a full, loving life together that reminds me every day what matters most.I dedicate
this book to my parents, Ruth and Howard Sowards. I grew up in a house whose living room
looked out on the Cascade Mountains, a constant presence then and now. I grew up in a home
where my parents’ love and support were also a constant presence, without which I would have
been unable to accomplish what I have or be who I am. A book dedication is not enough, but I
hope they know it represents my appreciation for what they have given me and all my love for
who they are.Introduction: The TelescopeBIG, BOLD LETTERS FILLED nearly a third of a
page:“An Open Pit,Big EnoughTo Be SeenFrom The Moon”Beneath them, centered on the
page, a photograph of an open-pit mine drew readers’ attention to a desolate landscape, where
distant mountains gave way to a hole descending deep into the earth, a stone whirlpool lacking
any sign of life. An engineering marvel, perhaps, but clearly not wild like the bumpy ridges and
plunging valleys rolling toward the horizon behind the pit. Its unnaturalness suggested



something sinister, even diabolical. Given that this was the late 1960s, viewers might have taken
it for a bomb crater, although it was larger and more neatly terraced than ones televised from
Vietnam. The accompanying article offered no reassurance, telling of a profiteering company
that planned to excavate a similar hole—nearly seven football fields wide and deep enough to
contain Seattle’s Space Needle. During excavation, Kennecott Copper Corporation would dump
more than twenty-six million pounds of waste rock in the middle of Washington State’s Glacier
Peak Wilderness Area.1In this wilderness, the eponymous peak dominated, but Plummer
Mountain, which lay just to the northeast of the snow-topped volcano, contained the copper. It
also drew visitors. At the end of the 1960s, several men hiked up the mountain, and one later
described the view of “broad alpine meadows interspersed with strands of spruce.” Of a spot
known as the Golf Course to those who explored nearby for minerals, the writer said, with sly
hyperbole, “With very little bulldozing, [it] could in fact become one of the seven wonders of
sport, with the red wall of Plummer Mountain above it, the deep valley of the Suiattle [River]
falling away beside it, and the sparkling, spectacular imminence of Glacier Peak in full view from
every tee, fairway, and green.”2 Here, amid spectacular splendor, Kennecott Copper wanted to
dig its gigantic pit, a sacrilege to those who revered wild places.One of the reverent hikers was
David Brower, the executive director of the Sierra Club, arguably the nation’s most important
conservation organization. Brower was known to place rousing political ads in newspapers, like
the one described above. In fact, his ads attracted the attention of the Internal Revenue Service,
and subsequent investigations ultimately led the IRS to revoke the club’s tax-exempt status.3 In
the alpine meadows around Plummer Mountain, as the hikers investigated rocks for copper,
Brower mused about the “man-made crater” that would be “so large it would be visible from the
moon.” The writer on this hike, the New Yorker’s John McPhee, pointed out that the claim was
exaggerated, and Brower admitted that seeing the mine from the moon would require “a small
telescope.”4The claim about the mine’s magnitude and the ad that spread it became folklore,
part of the story widely told of conservationists confronting a copper company in the Cascade
Mountains to keep wilderness wild.5 Those who remember Kennecott Copper’s claim in the
Glacier Peak wilderness share a common narrative: Kennecott had a legitimate stake and
planned to construct a significant mining operation, but conservationists fought back and
stopped the open-pit mine with scrappy activism that produced sufficient political pressure to
halt the mighty company.6 As with the tantalizing ad and Brower’s exaggeration, that outline is
true enough in broad form. This book, like Brower’s small telescope, provides the clarifying
vision necessary to see the details. When magnified and investigated, the history in focus is still
inspiring but also complicated, contingent, and unexpected. It is no simple morality
play.Histories of wilderness threatened and preserved often take on a Manichean cast, with
heroes and villains filling roles preordained. In this history, nothing and no one was foreordained;
why it ended as it did was not predictable. In 1964 the company possessed every legal right to
mine in wilderness, and there was no reason to think that by 1970 trucks would not be hauling
ore down the mountain to a smelter in Tacoma. Recapturing not only this sense of urgency but



also the uncertainty of the outcome reminds us that campaigns for wilderness—or endangered
species or decarbonization or civil rights—do not bend toward an endpoint everyone can see
from the outset. Resolutions are reached by people deciding to act, by people making history,
against a backdrop of forces well beyond individuals’ ability to fully imagine, see, or control. This
enterprise of mining mountains included a complicated amalgam of geography, law, politics,
economics, and activism. People traveled to this fight along many paths, like tributaries joining a
river. As with any political campaign, the diversity of people and factors involved multiplied the
possible outcomes. Stories of simple good and evil, hero and villain, justice prevailing or
thwarted, entail unrealistic caricatures. And to know the on-the-ground struggle for wilderness is
to reckon with the very ground itself.Stories have settings, the places where the drama unfolds.
Environmental history as a field of study has reminded historians that history, too, develops in
place.7 The North Cascades provide the ground where this story trends from tragedy to comedy.
The Cascade Mountains at their southern and northern extremes lean over the California-
Oregon and the British Columbia–Washington borders, but they primarily run the length of the
two Pacific Northwest states. The North Cascades proper, from Stevens Pass to the Canadian
border, occupy roughly one hundred square miles of wild, tangled mountains and river valleys.8
Two snowy volcanoes, Mount Baker and Glacier Peak, push up more than ten thousand feet in
elevation, standing as sentinels amid countless sharply rising and falling mountains and
drainages, the evidence of tectonic plates crashing into each other, volcanism forcing rocks
upward, and glaciers carving their way through millennia. The mountains block the moisture-
filled clouds that move from the Pacific Ocean. To relieve their load on the prevailing eastward
journey, clouds drop snow and rain heavily along the western slopes, feeding rushing rivers and
helping to produce the thick Douglas fir forests characteristic of the coastal Northwest. The
Cascades’ eastern slopes are consequently much drier, but river valleys still fill with pine forests.
Visitors recognize the North Cascades by their familiar high ridgelines and deep valleys, sharper
and wilder than most western mountains. As a setting, the North Cascades provide rugged, jaw-
dropping beauty suitable for an inspiring story.9Within the North Cascades, this story focuses on
a specific place, Miners Ridge.10 Centered at what many have called the “scenic climax” of the
region, Miners Ridge runs east–west in the Suiattle River drainage, just to the west of the
Cascade crest at Suiattle Pass and seven or eight miles northeast of the Glacier Peak
summit.11 Plummer Mountain marks the ridge’s eastern edge, while its western terminus is
squeezed where Canyon Creek swings from the north and pinches the ridge into the Suiattle
River. Backpackers from the greater Seattle area, seventy-five air miles to the southwest,
typically start their trip from the end of the Suiattle River Road, hiking the low and often damp
ground through towering and moss-covered forests near the river for close to ten miles while
barely rising in elevation. Then trekkers must ascend, switchbacking up through the trees before
emerging above timberline, ultimately forty-five hundred feet higher than the trailhead and fifteen
or so miles beyond it. Backpackers can connect here with the Pacific Crest Trail and head north
to Canada or south to Mexico, or they can continue east through Suiattle Pass and on down to



the majestic Lake Chelan, a glacier-carved lake with depths of nearly fifteen hundred feet that
has long been a vacation destination for its quiet beauty.Back on the ridge, today’s hikers, just
like Brower and McPhee, lose their breath not only from the climb but also from the view. A look
back over the Suiattle River Valley’s dense green forests offers stunning vistas, but that pales
compared to Glacier Peak that dominates the southern views with its hulking white conical mass.
Just below the ridge, Image Lake attracts many who have sought mountain transcendence. This
mountain tarn with glacial origins is a mere three acres but is situated to capture Glacier Peak’s
glory and reflect it almost perfectly. Clear days have provided countless trekkers with
phenomenal views and photographs. On Miners Ridge, after the timber thins out, wildflower
meadows add a soft touch to the slopes. And here above timberline, just beyond the lake that
provides iconic Northwest images, lies rock impregnated with copper.12 In this place, a few
hundred acres on a ridge among countless ridges, the story unfolds.As the history presented in
this book suggests, however, place is more than just a physical setting. Place is complicated and
complex. The specificity of Miners Ridge, with its unique material properties, is central to this
environmental history.13 Without the geological forces that created the copper, there would have
been no temptation to mine and no controversy to investigate. And without the particularly
beautiful scene that spread out from Miners Ridge, fewer conservationists would have fought as
hard as they did to protect it. This discrete place, like all places, is connected to many others
beyond it. In Washington, D.C., Congress and the U.S. Forest Service made defining policy
decisions. In New York City, Kennecott Copper Corporation weighed profits and losses. In
Seattle, conservationists sent champions to the mountains and roused the public with their tales.
Policy, profit, and public interest entangled these distant places, binding them together. While a
chief executive or chief forester might be expected in a story about a mine in a national forest,
other factors were also important in this narrative, such as labor strikes in Chile, the war in
Vietnam, and prices at the London Metal Exchange. This ridgeline in eastern Snohomish County
of Washington State, then, interacted with a wide world. Many visited Glacier Peak wilderness to
escape the world, to be connected to the rejuvenating scent of wildflowers, the annoying buzz of
biting flies, and the bracing chill of the west wind. But this wilderness was no escape, not outside
history or time; it was connected to diplomatic and economic decisions from half a world away.
The Cold War, for example, generated the very prosperity that allowed citizens to be secure
enough financially to debate and define the public good through wilderness.Miners Ridge was
wilderness in both abstract and concrete ways. The ridgeline jutted up, standing twenty-five
miles from any permanent human population and more than seventy-five air miles from any city.
No dam plugged up Miners Creek. No road carried trucks to Image Lake. No fences penned in
cattle or sheep. Its distant ruggedness kept it inaccessible, and that inaccessibility kept it wild,
something of increasing value after industrialization and urbanization ran riot across the wild and
rural countryside. Nineteenth-century Romantics began to see spiritual value and aesthetic
beauty in wild mountains, where they once had felt only fear.14 By the twentieth century, urban
Americans, especially elite professionals—writers, doctors, attorneys, planners—had developed



a strong culture around wilderness and urged protecting wild places from ecologically damaging
activities and excessive commercialism. They asserted that wilderness served several distinct
but connected roles, including as a place to find traces of the divine, test one’s physical limits,
escape unhealthy cities, study wildlife, and preserve frontier conditions as historical and cultural
reference points. Altogether these thinkers saw the wild as an antidote to the social and
psychological problems they witnessed rising in American cities. Meanwhile, suburbs expanded
and residents headed to mountains with Boy Scout troops and on family camping trips,
generating memorable experiences and raising a generation of children who took to the streets
to protect the trails.15Most of those roles for wilderness were also broadly intellectual goals and
thus abstract, philosophical, or otherwise ethereal. But to ensure that wilderness retained its
essential qualities and remained protected required government action, because most places
that seemed wild were part of the public domain, such as western mountains like the Cascades.
That made wilderness a political question. And politics demanded concrete actions more than
pondering philosophies. When the U.S. Forest Service started managing lands for wilderness
values in the 1920s, it did so while paying close attention to specific places; when
conservationists started challenging the Forest Service’s management of wilderness, they did
so while paying close attention to individual locales.16 Although intellectuals may have
developed general principles, battles about wilderness occurred over precise places on the map
and in the woods, mountains, and deserts. To adapt a phrase, democracy sits in places—places
like Miners Ridge.17The story of Miners Ridge reveals a critical episode in wilderness history
that has until now been treated mostly as a footnote.18 It shows how wilderness was made,
challenged, and championed in a crucible when the law and concept remained malleable, with
Americans still struggling to define its limits and protect its integrity. Passing the Wilderness Act
in 1964 was an impressive achievement for conservationists. The law provided for the strictest
land-use regulations in the nation. It strengthened wilderness protection by vesting it in
Congress rather than in the Forest Service where changes were easier to enact and prevented
commercial activity across millions of acres. The Wilderness Act traveled winding legislative
routes, becoming law only after a series of compromises. Howard Zahniser, who initially drew up
the law, was the architect, but Wayne Aspinall was the engineer who made it happen. Zahniser,
a modest and hardworking man, served as the executive secretary of the Wilderness Society
and drafted the first bill in 1956. Until his death in 1964, Zahniser met with countless politicians,
administrators, and industry representatives—“the constant advocate,” his biographer called him
—trying to convince them to support the wilderness bill that he revised dozens of times to satisfy
their concerns.19 Aspinall, a dedicated and independent-minded legislator from western
Colorado, chaired the House of Representatives Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, through
which all wilderness bills had to pass. He was committed to multiple-use development on public
lands and practiced legislative delay to ensure western commodity powers, mainly ranchers and
mining companies, an opportunity to strategize and protect their interests. Zahniser and
conservationists had no choice but to compromise with Aspinall if they wanted their bill out of his



committee, a prerequisite for it to become a law. So they gritted their teeth and agreed to a
provision that allowed prospecting in designated wilderness areas to continue for twenty years,
and they could not prevent developing mines and processing plants on bona fide claims.20 This
mining exception made what happened at Miners Ridge important, controversial, and, above all,
historic.The copper presented everyone with a test. Kennecott Copper Corporation needed to
establish its right to use the Wilderness Act’s mining exception, for its own interests at Miners
Ridge and elsewhere, and the mining industry at large followed this episode with the keenest
interest. For their part, conservationists hoped to beat back the industry, show that wilderness
and mining were incompatible inherently, and effectively void the Wilderness Act’s mining
provision. To be sure, the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area mattered greatly to conservationists,
especially those based in the Pacific Northwest, but conservationists generally wanted to
establish a precedent that might prevent mining in any wilderness. Meanwhile, the Forest
Service used this campaign to assert both its bureaucratic power to regulate mining and its
longstanding history of protecting wilderness values, something the agency insisted repeatedly
to conservationists’ disbelief. Through it all, politicians felt frustrated if not confused. They
passed the Wilderness Act, thinking they had settled the question, yet the public kept arguing.
Legislators had written the test and created the answer key, but the public now disputed the
score. Policy scholars sometimes refer to path dependency to explain how it becomes difficult to
change course once a path is set.21 All parties sought to blaze the way, to shape how the
Wilderness Act would be implemented, because they understood that these early years were
the critical time to establish lasting direction.Miners Ridge tested the loophole’s durability, the
most prominent example where a company invoked the mining exception. How corporations,
conservationists, agencies, politicians, and citizens responded shows us the nature of political
power as it was being defined, thrusted, and parried in and for public space. The visions
clashing at Miners Ridge informed what would happen in the Sierra Nevada or the Rocky
Mountains or anywhere else wilderness hid valuable minerals. This book explains the test
results.22Today no mine mars Miners Ridge, a fact that suggests conservationists won. And
they did—at least in the specific sense that Kennecott did not build the mine and no longer holds
the title to the land. For activists or backpackers who aimed to prevent open-pit desecration on
Miners Ridge, that test result may suffice. Knowing the result, however, may not be as revealing
or as important as understanding the process by which it occurred, because the ways that
activists pushed the corporation and politicians, the way writers instructed their readers, and the
way the public rallied to call for protection all showed the power of citizenship. And the meaning
that can be gleaned from the stories made in the Cascades connects this place, conflict, and
people to broader forces and concerns. For historians who want to know the fuller story—and
deeper implications—more is needed. The simplest history examines Miners Ridge in the North
Cascades and whether it would be mined. But the account I offer goes beyond that in
investigating the implementation of the Wilderness Act—its limitations and possibilities—across
millions of acres of the United States nowhere near Glacier Peak Wilderness Area. This was a



critical topic after 1964. It also is concerned with the public responsibilities of private companies,
a timeless topic for any society and government to consider. At its core, this book helps us
consider democratic power and the public interest: the power of politics and law, the power of
corporate influences and priorities, the power of the public to question and challenge those
powers.It also is, I hope, a book of stories, good stories about interesting people and beautiful
places that matter. The book comprises three parts. In the first, “Bedrock,” I explain the powerful
institutions that occupied the North Cascades and set the trajectory that resulted in the standoff
of the mid to late 1960s. The U.S. Forest Service played the largest role, as it sought to manage
forests, promote multiple uses, and protect wilderness. Like many a government agency, the
Forest Service also worked as a broker between competing interests, including Kennecott
Copper and other mining concerns, local conservationists that gathered strength over the first
two-thirds of the century, and the National Park Service, which coveted the North Cascades and
had its own designs for the region. Policies and proximity put all these forces and factors
together in a context where laws and traditions, forged in public and through time, tested their
ability to achieve their incompatible goals for Miners Ridge and the larger North Cascades
landscape.The second part, “Challenges,” the heart of the book, recounts a series of events and
people who challenged Kennecott’s plans to develop its property, a long-rumored possibility but
finally presented in late 1966. The stories in this section show the ways, often clever and unique,
that conservationists confronted the company. There are meetings in corporate boardrooms, to
be sure, but there are also tales of a Supreme Court justice inspiring college students along a
trail, a local doctor disrupting a shareholder meeting in a historic New York City hotel, and a
college student who petitioned a corporate president (who then agreed to a meeting but became
so nervous about it that he had to rehearse). All these efforts found people and groups asserting
that the public possessed a legitimate interest in Miners Ridge, a public interest so powerful that
it deserved to restrict corporate activities. This perspective extended democratic action in a
challenge to private, corporate power and, at other times, government prerogatives. The
campaigns detailed here all targeted Kennecott specifically, but they siphoned off from the
broader historical currents of the 1960s that circumscribed power broadly.The final part,
“Resolution,” wraps up the story, identifying the reasons the mine did not open and explaining
how this campaign became part of the national environmental movement, a synecdoche of sorts
for its significance. The narrative shifts here, since the story of Miners Ridge follows a slightly
atypical pattern. From a distance, the story looks like dozens of other environmental histories: a
beautiful place, insufficient protection, the threat of extraction, a rousing defense by the public,
the threat fading, the place remaining beautiful. After my research, digging through countless
archival collections, newspapers, and books, I have come to think that something both simpler
and more complicated was at work. Economics explains the lack of the mine as well as any
single factor—copper prices never got high enough for Kennecott. But price was always only
one factor among many. You need to turn the pages to discover the combination of things that
nudged history along the trail it took. Ultimately, unexpected turns ruined the narrative arc I



anticipated constructing, but that makes this story more interesting and significant, not less. It
exemplifies contingency, a concept that historians use often.23 Historians emphasize it to
demonstrate the various ways unpredictability shapes history’s trajectory. Learning to recognize
and appreciate contingency helps us understand historical agency better. In the battles over
public lands and wilderness today, we would be wise to remember that contingency still reigns;
the future is ours to try to construct.I hope this history of the North Cascades, of a short-lived
campaign with long-lasting significance, prompts us to think about actions withheld and choices
made. In important ways, this history is a chronicle of things that did not happen. But because
something did not happen does not make it unimportant. Just as a fire suppressed can be as
ecologically significant as one that burns, plans that fail to materialize shape landscapes and
history too.24 Miners Ridge bears this out—and not just in the obvious way that a gigantic hole
does not greet Pacific Crest Trail hikers as they move north from Glacier Peak. For example, part
of this story is about North Cascades National Park, even though Miners Ridge is not part of the
park. Working from today’s park boundaries, a researcher might logically ignore Miners Ridge
and miss its substantial influence. This, of course, is why historians do not work backward but
seek to recount how history unfolded on its own terms, from the past toward the future. That
philosophical and methodological perspective can surprise us, can move us to rethink our
expectations, can push us to unsettle certainties—just like those conservationists half a century
ago tried to unseat the inevitability of corporate power and legislative sanction.Despite the love
affair Americans have with private property and capitalism, grand and wild places remain
protected from commercialism. That is the remarkable achievement and incongruity that
wilderness, as well as anything, represents in U.S. history. In spots like Miners Ridge, places
with views that pull you up short, where you gaze across panoramas and see across time, where
your longing and imagination unwind without limits—in places like that, nature’s mystery
provokes. But what we see from atop Miners Ridge, when we awake to catch Glacier Peak
mirrored in Image Lake, is not only nature untrammeled but also human choices across decades
and centuries. Wilderness exists today because of choices people made and continue to make.
The Miners Ridge controversy stirred something undeniable in the public. Tracing its history
opens vistas for us consider and promote the public interest.PART ONEBedrockMajor features
of the North Cascade regionONEThe FoundationHISTORY BARELY REMEMBERS FRED
CLEATOR, a recreation specialist and land planner for Region 6 of the U.S. Forest Service
(USFS).1 But in 1936 Cleator produced a noteworthy report that celebrated the agency’s young
history with wilderness preservation and expressed concern for the future of wilderness in the
region. Although the Forest Service was formed in 1905 to secure the nation’s future timber
supply and protect watersheds, it had added other duties and enlarged its mission. By the 1920s
the Forest Service recognized a distinct and leading role it might play in outdoor recreation, a
stance it consciously promoted in part to counter the National Park Service’s preeminence in
that category. Cleator’s report stands out for clearly articulating the agency’s wilderness values
and the way relatively unknown people shaped this history.After traveling extensively in the



North Cascades, Cleator recognized the area’s wilderness appeal and the need for the agency
to guard it. His “Report on Glacier Peak Wilderness Area” responded to the “strong demand” the
Forest Service heard from people of the Northwest that the Glacier Peak region “should be left
as nearly as possible in its natural state.” Already the Forest Service had created a North
Cascades Primitive Area snugged up to the Canadian border, and Cleator was charged with
determining if the more southern Glacier Peak area deserved similar protection. In his
estimation, it did. Cleator reported that the region was “naturally very inaccessible” and
“exceedingly rugged.” These qualities had kept the North Cascades relatively free from large
timber, mining, and grazing operations that crept into many western mountain ranges and
degraded wilderness qualities. “Since this country is inherently forbidding and most difficult of
access,” Cleator explained, “it is believed best suited for the purpose [of wilderness
preservation], and least subject to possible future changes. It will tend to remove the temptation
and feverishness of various future organizations and administrations for constant highway and
roadway development of out of the way places which should be left alone.”2 With that, Cleator
began his report and recommendations, aiming squarely for stability for Glacier Peak wilderness
country.His “Report on Glacier Peak Wilderness Area” made plain the Forest Service’s
perspective. As a federal bureaucrat, Cleator hoped to establish a policy for longevity, something
often at odds with political or market cycles. He saw the Glacier Peak region threatened most not
from traditional extractive industries but from roads, the central target of wilderness advocates
organizing at this time.3 If built, these ribbons of gravel and pavement, conveyors of cars and
trucks, would tie this natural area to urban and industrial forces. Commercializing the
backcountry was anathema here. Cleator observed the historical moment and witnessed frenzy.
He scouted for a future that minimized uncertainty and maximized inaccessibility for wilderness.
Cleator saw an opportunity for the Forest Service to outflank the National Park Service, then
casting covetous eyes toward Cascade peaks and imagining a national park to capture the high
country throughout Washington State. But in the 1930s, forceful figures in the Forest Service, led
by Robert Marshall, with whom Cleator shared a memorable hike, saw wilderness recreation as
a key part of the agency’s future. Marshall and others argued that NPS road-building had ruined
too many mountain retreats, and they were concerned about roads planned for the recently
proposed Ice Peaks National Park along Washington’s Cascade crest.4 This moment saw a
convergence of threats to wilderness: traditional extraction pressures, government conservation
rivalries, and road-building momentum. Cleator, Marshall, and local conservationists looked to
Glacier Peak country as a critical bulwark against machines invading the North Cascades and
wondered what power they had to forestall them.Although much of this book focuses on the
looming threat of an industrial open-pit mine, Cleator’s report alerts us to other contexts, long-
standing in the region. Government agencies competed with one another. Factions within
agencies clashed. Citizens pressed from outside government. Recreation preferences—
motorized or not—rivaled each other in imagining how best to experience and enjoy the scenic
treasures in the high Cascades. And roads, mines, and timber harvesting all attracted concern



that bubbled out of local conservation groups, federal agencies, and national policies through
the long crucible of this history. The “Report on Glacier Peak Wilderness Area” moved through
bureaucratic channels midstream, as history flowed from the past toward the future. Cleator
wrote it decades before Kennecott Copper Corporation acquired mining claims at Miners Ridge,
but even then forces were in play. The first tests over who would shape the future of this
landscape had arrived.Today Miners Ridge is contained in the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area in
the Mt. Baker–Snoqualmie National Forest as part of the Cascades Mountains of the Pacific
Northwest in U.S. Forest Service Region 6, just south of North Cascades National Park. It has
not always been so. The ridge has not moved, but each of these places, every bureaucratic
home, represents political and administrative choices wrought over time and typically contested.
Policymakers and administrators changed designations at times to reflect evolving local and
national priorities. Although they were sometimes ambiguous, these new designations
symbolized different purposes, different levels of protection, and different categories of
conservation. Excavating the history of Miners Ridge, just like digging up its ore, demands
paying attention to intersecting layers, where the ecological and the political
amalgamate.Ecologically, Glacier Peak—which Sauk-Suiattle people know as Da Kobad, or
Great White Mother Mountain—represents the North Cascades landscape as well as anything.5
The hulking volcano towers over deep-cut valleys with roiling rivers. The White Chuck River
gathers water off the peak’s southwest side and grows before dumping into the Sauk River,
which then moves west before turning sharply north, after which it swallows the Suiattle River.
The Suiattle’s own origins are on the southeast side of Glacier Peak, from which it wheels all the
way around the mountain counterclockwise and drains a parallel valley north of the White Chuck
and the south-facing slopes of Miners Ridge before entering the Sauk, which eventually joins the
Skagit River on its way to emptying in the Salish Sea about fifty miles south of the U.S.-Canadian
border. The mass of mountains from Stevens Pass north to the border contains countless
streams, valleys, ranges, and peaks. West of the Cascade crest, jagged peaks like the Pickett
Range rise high and have long enticed mountain climbers and awed backpackers. In the east
slope’s shadows, valleys containing rivers and the long, snaking Lake Chelan ultimately pour
into and link the Northwest’s two most significant natural features: the Cascade Mountains and
the Columbia River.6The natural setting established parameters for human history, encouraging
mobility among distinct groups. Indigenous people who centered much of their time in this area,
such as the Sauk-Suiattle people, moved freely through the broader landscape, from Puget
Sound, up river valleys, and over the Cascade Mountains in a seasonal round that met their
cultural and economic needs with salmon, berries, camas, and more. This mobility was not
aimless wandering as old histories often portrayed but rather movement between specific
locations, including family plots cultivated with native plants like camas and later with non-native
foods. Crossing the Cascades, they mingled with peoples of the Columbia Plateau, including the
Okanagan and Yakama nations. Less fluid political borders registered slowly here. When the
U.S. government negotiated the Treaty of Point Elliott in 1855 and ratified if four years later, the



Sauk-Suiattle people disputed its terms. Many remained at home in the Cascade foothills at
Sauk Prairie and the nearby drainages rather than relocating to the Tulalip Indian Reservation
thirty-five miles away. Tribal members wanted to take out homestead titles in their traditional
territory, near present-day Darrington, Washington, rather than settle at Tulalip, a desire
inconsistent with both federal Indian policy and the intent of public land policy.7That
homesteading laws intruded on Sauk-Suiattle country reflected growing economic and political
incursions into the North Cascades. The Homestead Act of 1862 helped put the public domain
into individual hands, a privatizing of the federal landscape seen as essential for improving and
stabilizing the republic.8 Reservation boundaries and homestead plots represented new lines
on the land drawn by legal pens to create a new federal cartography. While independent Sauk-
Suiattle families sought to legitimize their land claims in these mountain drainages, railroad
surveyors, miners, and accompanying soldiers spread up through the mountains beginning with
the 1858 Fraser River gold rush in Canada and accelerating after 1880 when miners in a second
gold rush destabilized the Natives’ homelands more. The best lands for settlement, including
those in the greater Sauk River watershed, were already settled, a reminder that “settlement”
really was a colonial resettlement.9 Still, the mountains’ ruggedness slowed the displacement of
Native peoples.Promoting private property was the business of government in the nineteenth
century, whether supporting farmers or miners.10 Turning the public domain into private
domains had guided the republic’s land policies since the Northwest Ordinance of 1785, before
the states had ratified the U.S. Constitution. By the mid-nineteenth century, the American West’s
geography had stymied the progressive, linear story of homesteads inevitably replacing either
wilderness or Native homelands. Walls of mountains and expanses of deserts complicated the
presumption that the land would all be turned into small farms, while the isolation of these
regions slowed their integration into the market.11 Yet mountains contained mineral resources,
and promises of wealth brought prospectors even to isolated ridges and valleys, like those in the
North Cascades. Federal legislators encouraged this migration with the 1872 General Mining
Law. Despite the passage of more than fourteen decades, this law continues to a large extent to
serve as mining’s legislative lodestar. It opened all of the public domain to mining, stating that
“all valuable mineral deposits in lands belonging to the United States, both surveyed and
unsurveyed, are hereby declared to be free and open to exploration and purchase.” It allowed
anyone to claim public land for prospecting; no payment for the minerals once found was
required. At the time of the claim, prospectors needed to testify that they had invested $500 in
labor and improvements, after which miners needed to invest $100 per year in labor or
improvements to maintain the claim. The land itself could be patented—that is, formally deeded
from the federal government—for merely five dollars per acre. (Miners could also work
unpatented claims and extract mineral wealth but never acquire actual title.) It was a
bargain.12The easy terms, along with dreams of striking rich veins of ore, drew prospectors into
the North Cascades, but results were mixed. By 1900 most mineral deposits had been
discovered and claimed, and prospectors waded in mountain streams and trudged up steep



ridges for minimal reward. Rushes flashed at places like Ruby Creek and Horseshoe Basin,
bringing thousands of miners and hundreds of claims but only modest wealth.13 Occasionally,
such as at Monte Cristo, southwest of Glacier Peak, lead-silver ore paid out to Rockefeller family
interests for more than a decade.14 The other important exception was Holden. The history of
this mine, about ten miles east of Image Lake just over the Cascade crest, stretched back to the
Great Northern Railway survey in 1887, when Albert B. Rogers noted what appeared to be
mineralized outcroppings. Rogers’s report brought James H. Holden (with backing from Seattle’s
founding Denny family) to investigate the Railroad Creek drainage beginning in 1892. He finally
found copper ore in 1896. Like those in other Cascades claims, Holden’s minerals could not
justify development right away. Inaccessibility, questionable profitability, and relatively low-grade
ore delayed development.15 The copper at Miners Ridge had been found by 1901 and claims
made, but its promise would have to wait.16 Despite generous federal laws, mining did not come
to dominate many North Cascades landscapes. The exceptions seemed to prove the rule: this
was timber, not mining, country.Different federal measures drew other lines on the map. Besides
the General Mining Law, another policy from 1872 changed priorities that allowed a counter-
system to unfold—a public property system. In 1871 government-sponsored explorers in the
Hayden Survey visited the land that would become Yellowstone National Park and feared that a
railroad company or enterprising individuals might acquire this unique and wondrous landscape
and close off public access and commercialize it. Beyond-belief descriptions of geysers and
canyons inspired Congress in March 1872 to put 2.2 million acres into the world’s first national
park, establishing a precedent that some lands would remain in public ownership “for the benefit
and enjoyment of the people.” Other national parks would follow, and they tended to be places of
magnificent scenery with boundaries drawn to exclude potentially valuable resources. Mount
Rainier National Park, established in 1899 not far south of Glacier Peak, for example, centered
on the mountain and its glaciers, not its heavily timbered foothills. Most Americans did not object
to drawing park boundaries around beautiful scenic wonders where traditional economic
activities would be hard to pursue.17The most important federal program for the North
Cascades by the turn of the twentieth century was the national forest system. In 1891 Congress
gave the president the power to set aside lands from settlement to be maintained as forest
reserves. Reformers had grown alarmed in the second half of the nineteenth century at the
condition of nation’s forests and especially at the devastation timber companies had left behind
on cutover lands in the Upper Midwest. To stave off a timber famine and to protect watersheds
for both urban and agricultural uses, scientists and politicians generated momentum for forest
conservation. Once empowered, presidents beginning with Benjamin Harrison wasted no time
and set about reserving forests in western mountain ranges.18 Washington’s first forest reserve,
the Pacific Forest Reserve, was established in 1893, centered near Mount Rainier, and included
almost a million acres. It was a modest start. When the National Academy of Sciences sent a
National Forest Commission to the West to investigate forest reserves and conservation needs,
it recommended more reserves. President Grover Cleveland responded by creating several in



1897, including the Washington Forest Reserve of 3,594,240 acres (an area slightly larger than
Connecticut) in the North Cascades. This was part of the notorious “Washington Birthday
Reserves” where Cleveland withdrew more than twenty-one million acres reserved from the
public domain on February 22, 1897, just before leaving office. Westerners’ anger erupted, and,
as William McKinley replaced Cleveland in the White House, Congress stepped in with the
Organic Act of 1897 that suspended the reserves long enough to give individuals and
corporations a chance to file legitimate claims. The law also identified three purposes for future
reserves: improving forests, protecting water, and supplying timber.19 Soon government agents
studied the Washington forests, attempting to bring science to a relatively unknown region. The
results were mixed. The initial U.S. Geological Survey report confirmed that although there was
abundant timber in the reserved land, no market existed for it, and transportation links were all
but absent. The mountainous terrain and “rapid and rocky” streams largely protected the North
Cascades from timber exploitation in much the same way as the geography repelled mining
development.20Although Congress finally provided some instructions and limits on the new
forest reserves, other reforms further changed their administration. In 1905 Congress transferred
the reserves from the Department of the Interior to the Department of Agriculture, created the
U.S. Forest Service, and placed Gifford Pinchot in charge as chief forester. Two years later the
terminology was changed, and “forest reserves” became “national forests.”21 The secretary of
agriculture, James Wilson, instructed Pinchot (in a letter probably penned by Pinchot himself)
that “all land is to be devoted to its most productive use for the permanent good of the whole
people; and not for the temporary benefit of individuals or companies.”22 This political rhetoric—
a call to pursue the public good—set a clear direction that would be adjusted and stymied and
redefined as history unfolded.Like two people stumbling in a dark room, national forest
conservation and national park conservation coexisted uneasily at first, as each worked out
evolving ideas and as the public expressed its own ambiguous desires. The National Park
Service (NPS) was created in 1916, forty-four years after Congress created the first national
park, twenty-five years after the first forest reserve, and eleven years after the Forest Service
started. In creating the first national park, Yellowstone, Congress instructed that the landscape
was to be “dedicated and set apart as a public park or pleasuring-ground for the benefit and
enjoyment of the people.” By contrast, the USFS was guided by a utilitarian philosophy, intended
to serve the “greatest good for the greatest number for the longest time,” in Pinchot’s words,
evolving from the Progressive Era conviction that scientific experts could manage resources
expertly to achieve long-term security. This orientation came from a fear about industrialization’s
costs.23The NPS also grew out of such a fear. A growing number of urban Americans argued
that individual and national character derived from the nation’s frontier past. They justified
wilderness preservation in escapist terms. American culture—at least its mythic white elements
—required alternatives to the hubbub of the increasingly crowded, unhealthily polluted, and
seemingly artificial nature of cities. National parks and wilderness would rejuvenate the
crowds.24 As the nineteenth century bumped into the twentieth, an organized movement



emerged to celebrate and eventually protect wilderness. Outings clubs emerged—the
Appalachian Mountain Club in 1876, the Sierra Club in 1892, the Mazamas in 1894, the
Mountaineers in 1906—that took outdoor enthusiasts to the mountains, the first step toward
building strong constituencies that would organize politically to protect access to wild
mountains.25 John Muir presided over the Sierra Club and symbolized its mission. A frequent
essayist in the nation’s leading journals and author of several books, Muir churned out pithy
phrases about the rejuvenating power of wilderness, such as, “In God’s wildness lies the hope of
the world—the great fresh, unblighted, unredeemed wilderness. The galling harness of
civilization drops off, and the wounds heal ere we are aware.”26 Muir helped cement the
dichotomy between a healing wilderness and wounding civilization, between fresh nature and
moribund cities. Muir died in 1914 at the end of a losing campaign to keep a dam from his
beloved Yosemite National Park. Within two years, Congress created the National Park Service,
its organic act paradoxically promising “to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic
objects and the wild life therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner
and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.”27
How to both conserve unimpaired and promote enjoyment has bedeviled the Park Service for
more than a century.So, while the Forest Service aimed to protect trees, the Park Service
targeted views. At times, these missions overlapped, but they did not inherently do so, with
disjunction evident in emerging agency cultures. Historian Hal Rothman characterized the USFS
as bridging the individualist nineteenth century and the regulatory twentieth century guided by
scientific efficiency, while the NPS evolved squarely in a twentieth-century culture of
consumerism, where it sought to create and meet public demands.28 Early Park Service
directors aggressively poached scenic treasures from its rival bureaucracy since the Forest
Service controlled millions of acres of the West’s highest mountains and best scenery, a practice
that rankled the Forest Service. The Park Service also knew that its survival depended on
building a constituency of tourists, so it accommodated easy access, at first with railroads and
then by catering to automobiles. The NPS pioneered its embrace of motor vehicles at Mount
Rainier National Park, a mere seventy-five miles from Glacier Peak. The Park Service’s mission
was to preserve and promote, and it saw cars as doing both and so planned accordingly—
structuring the scenery for drivers to see easily and send them on their way with good memories.
By the 1920s, Henry Ford’s Model T revolution, affordable cars, and ubiquitous roads combined
with promotional campaigns that told the public to “see America first,” put many thousands of
Americans on the road to see wondrous vistas along a circuitous trail of grand national parks
and monuments.29The success of this culture of consuming scenery spawned critics, and many
of the most prominent were in the Forest Service. Several foresters voiced early concerns about
recreational development. Proliferating roads and cabins eroded the rugged backcountry’s
isolation, allowing elements of modernity to intrude.30 So, while many conservation conflicts,
then and now, pitted some sort of extractive use against some sort of preservation, the interwar
period found contests over recreation priorities animating Forest Service personnel. Arthur



Carhart and Aldo Leopold began thinking about wilderness in the late 1910s and early 1920s.
Carhart, a USFS landscape architect, recognized that summer home developments planned for
Trapper’s Lake, Colorado, would mar both scenery and lake access, so he designated a buffer
zone. This choice, while not preserving a wilderness ecosystem on a grand scale, gave the
Forest Service its first taste of restraint in recreational development. Carhart stuck out in Forest
Service culture and eventually left the agency, tired of lacking funding.31Meanwhile, Leopold
engaged intellectually with wilderness. In 1921 he famously defined wilderness as “a continuous
stretch of country preserved in its natural state, open to lawful hunting and fishing, big enough to
absorb a two weeks’ pack trip, and kept devoid of roads, artificial trails, cottages, or other works
of man.”32 He continued to refine his ideas, convinced that recreation formed a legitimate and
sometimes the highest use of national forests. Leopold proposed protecting part of the Gila
National Forest in New Mexico in wilderness conditions, and by 1924 the local Forest Service
had designated the Gila Wilderness Area. By his reasoning, wilderness needed to be large and
limited to “primitive means of subsistence and travel.”33 Specifically, Leopold contrasted
national forest recreation with national park tourism, the latter being networked by roads. The
national forests, in his view, fulfilled a different need, supporting that minority who wanted to
avoid “all the automobile roads, summer hotels, graded trails, and other modern
conveniences.”34 Although he did not remain in the Forest Service long, Leopold nudged its
leaders to think about wilderness policy as part of the agency’s general approach to managing
land and as a counter to rising consumerism.A third USFS employee, Robert Marshall, took
wilderness and recreation further, formulating policy and playing a specific role in the North
Cascades. Raised in New York, trained as a forester, and known as a radical, Marshall saw
wilderness as a place for freedom, a site to develop masculine independence, and a political
cause worth protecting.35 Marshall earned a PhD in plant physiology from Johns Hopkins
University and started with the Forest Service in a summer job in 1924 at Washington State’s
Wind River Experiment Station. He later held various positions in the agency and with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs until his death in 1939.36 Although his scientific training focused on
technical silvicultural issues, Marshall developed a recreation specialty within the USFS. Tapped
to contribute the recreation portions of A National Plan for American Forestry, known widely as
the Copeland Report, Marshall articulated specific types of recreation opportunities and
advocated for particular landscape zones, including wilderness. For wilderness he suggested a
minimum size of two hundred thousand acres.37 He built on existing Forest Service policy,
Regulation L-20 established in 1929, which protected so-called primitive areas that district
rangers managed. Working as head of the agency’s Division of Recreation and Lands, Marshall
helped to craft the newer Regulation U-1 (and U-2 and U-3, depending on the size of the tract to
be protected) that gave the Forest Service the power to create wilderness areas in national
forests where roads, commercial timber harvests, and permanent buildings would be prohibited.
In place by the fall of 1939, these regulations strengthened the level of protection by putting their
power in the secretary of agriculture or agency chief (again, depending on the size) rather than



local district rangers.38 Thanks to Marshall’s work, the “U-Regulations” upgraded wilderness
protection, making them more secure than ever, although administrative wilderness always
remained vulnerable to administrators.Meanwhile, as the National Park Service developed its
scenic resources and the Forest Service provided its alternative to “windshield wilderness,” as
one historian termed the NPS approach, wilderness advocates converged to create a private
organization to advocate for wild places.39 The Wilderness Society was conceived by Leopold,
Marshall, and others along a road outside Knoxville, Tennessee, in 1934 and formally launched
in 1935 to advocate for federal protection of large roadless areas.40 Its founders came to this
point from different pathways but were united in their fear of mass recreation—symbolized by the
automobile—invading the undeveloped spaces left.In the inaugural, September 1935 issue of
the Living Wilderness, the organization’s newsletter, just nine months after the organization
incorporated, Marshall highlighted the North Cascades as a representative case. He promoted
the region’s scenery and worked to alert the public. In “Three Great Western Wildernesses:
What Must Be Done to Save Them?,” Marshall presented an expansive vision for the North
Cascades region and its “backbone,” a place that protected the region’s important scenic
qualities the same way vertebrae protect the spinal cord. Marshall’s wilderness encompassed
the Cascade crest, which presented an opportunity “to preserve for wilderness travel one of the
most stupenduously scenic areas in the United States.” Marshall anticipated objections and
countered them in advance. Hearing the common message that the majority of people wanted
automobiles and roads, he acknowledged that wilderness would deprive motorists from seeing
this place. However, he thought it “even more important that no unfair monopoly of outstandingly
beautiful Northern Cascade scenery be given to the motorist,” and he pointed out a diversity of
beautiful places in the region that remained accessible by road. Marshall ended his essay
asking for readers to write to the Forest Service and the Bureau of Public Roads, encouraging
them to set the land aside without roads and to write letters to policymakers and other influential
people. Just so, the wilderness battle was enjoined, and the North Cascades was present at the
creation.41Important context for Marshall’s proposal lurked in the background. First was the Park
Service. During the New Deal, President Franklin Roosevelt’s response to the Depression,
Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes moved to consolidate conservation within his
department. One effort included expanding the Park Service. In Washington State, the NPS
gained control of Mount Olympus National Monument when executive reorganization moved all
national monuments to the Park Service. At the same time, federal recreation reports, issued by
Ickes, described potential new national parks. Eventually the proposal emerged for Ice Peaks
National Park, which incorporated the volcanic peaks in the Cascades: Mount Adams, Mount St.
Helens, Mount Rainier, Glacier Peak, and Mount Baker. Except for Mount Rainier, which already
was a national park, all this land would be taken from the Forest Service. Nothing could have
been designed more purposefully to raise bureaucratic hackles.42The Forest Service provided
its own context. By 1931 the North Cascades contained a USFS-designated “primitive area”
around the Picket Range, a recreation area centered on Mount Baker, and a recreation unit



encompassing Glacier Peak. In all, this amounted to nearly half a million acres dedicated to one
degree or another to recreation.43 But these areas could be enlarged or eliminated. In his essay
in Living Wilderness, Marshall praised Forest Service chief Ferdinand A. Silcox, who allowed the
agency to expand the initial primitive area to include 801,000 acres in the North Cascades
Primitive Area, a strip of wild land that touched the Canadian border.44 But Marshall saw this
designation as insufficient and wanted to incorporate a much larger area with much greater
potential just south of the strip, an area that included Glacier Peak. Fred Cleator, the Forest
Service recreation planner whose report opened this chapter, was responding directly to
Marshall when he wrote in 1936 about Glacier Peak: “In recent years there has come a strong
demand, principally from Wilderness enthusiasts, the country over, that the big country adjacent
to the Cascade Divide from Glacier Peak north should be left as nearly as possible in its natural
state.”45Cleator recognized that some conservationists were targeting the enthusiastic road-
building that had become common in the preceding decade. The Depression-era relief workers
in the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) built bridges, graded mountainsides, and paved roads
seemingly everywhere. Roads took firefighters and camping families into the woods, but critics
in and beyond the Forest Service doubted that the roads’ benefits outweighed their costs.46
Cleator’s report needs to be understood in the broader critical context of commercialism and
ease in the outdoors. Characterizing these perspectives, Cleator rhapsodized about those who
favored wilderness recreation—“the increasing class of humanity who find the ordinary
recreation too stifling and artificial, who wish to get away from motors and resorts, and who want
things exactly as Nature built them or grew them”—in rather effusive rhetoric for a
bureaucrat.47Cleator praised Glacier Peak’s suitability for wilderness designation and aimed for
permanence. He described how the area varied “from the extremity of ruggedness to friendly
mountain meadow types, containing now a natural biotic balance, which it seems should have
excellent chances of perpetuation regardless of changing future administrations and policies.”
Cleator understood not only what made wilderness attractive but also the shortcomings of
Forest Service policies that lacked permanency. Both the agency and its constituents, such as
the timber industry, wanted certainty to aid long-term planning.48 Cleator hoped that this area
would remain wilderness because of its natural features and comparative lack of commercially
valuable resources. Its timber and mineral resources appeared too small, with transportation
costs too high, to outweigh the value of wilderness.49However, Cleator recommended some
developments. Small shelters and better trails would improve recreation. He believed some
roads would be necessary. Although he wrote that “the spirit and intent of this plan [is] to permit
the least possible amount of road building within the area,” the needs for fire protection and
getting ore “mine-to-market” meant that a few incursions seemed necessary. In particular, he
highlighted the need for a road along the Suiattle River to serve the Miners Ridge holdings, an
incursion that would continue to figure in this story.50 Despite these exceptions, Cleator strongly
favored wilderness. His conclusion, in full, was a remarkable statement that reflected a moment
in the agency’s history when vigorous wilderness protection mattered: “It is, and should be for all



time, the function of every Forest Officer who is charged with any responsibility involving this
area, to preserve the Wilderness Area ideals, to act promptly and effectively in safeguarding the
area from vandalism, from public advertising, from improper commercialism or other
malpractice, as well as to protect it from fire and pollution, and must do his best to help
safeguard human life and limb in this rugged and dangerous country.”51 How to mine the ore
from Miners Ridge without pollution remained unresolved and little remarked on. But without
equivocating, Cleator voiced a strong sentiment for USFS wilderness.In the national office,
assistant USFS chief Leon F. Kneipp read the wilderness proposal with a favorable but conflicted
eye. He had promoted recreation in the agency and directed an inventory of roadless lands
beginning in 1926.52 But, however much he agreed in principle with the wilderness report,
concerns gnawed at Kneipp. The Suiattle River Road, he wrote, “would constitute a very definite
and considerable invasion” but seemed necessary for fire prevention and mineral extraction.
Cleator’s report emphasized the improved view of Glacier Peak the road might offer, but Kneipp
recognized “a certain inconsistency with the primitive-area idea to provide motor transportation
to the key feature of the area.”53 This primitive sensibility in the Forest Service aligned with the
Wilderness Society’s ideas and demonstrated how roads transected most wilderness debates.
But the presence of timber along the river forced Kneipp to wonder about the future. If the timber
might one day be cut, the primitive area boundaries might need rethinking to avoid conflict with
the road and putting into question “the desirability of formalizing the dedication in the manner
proposed” by Cleator. Then again, Kneipp allowed that perhaps only “such formal dedication is
the only feasible means of making permanent the plans and restrictions embodied in the
report.”54 Evidence from within the agency shows a struggle over the fundamentals of primitive
area principles and genuine questioning whether such a designation was appropriate or
essential. Perhaps it was too much and the agency could not figure it out, because no resolution
remains in the historical record. Instead there is just a rejection of Glacier Peak Wilderness Area
as Cleator had envisioned.55Bob Marshall stepped in literally by surveying the North Cascades
himself. Marshall built a reputation as a prodigious hiker; an early coworker recalled that
Marshall would sometimes hike more than forty miles on his days off, a behavior this colleague
saw as fanatic.56 Just six weeks before his death, in September 1939, Marshall traveled with
Cleator through the North Cascades. When the party climbed from the Suiattle River up toward
Miners Ridge, Marshall refused a horse, favoring instead the steady steps of his own two legs,
reckoning that “the horse was still a mechanism of a sort.” Cleator recalled that Marshall “knew
as well as I that freedom to ride and look about, to get one’s eyes off the trail, did not always
compensate for the responsibility and grief one may experience with a horse.” High up, the party
enjoyed huckleberries, and Marshall savored solitude, withdrawing from Forest Service fire
circle camaraderie “to commune with his idolized back country. . . . He seemed to feel a great
need to use every available hour to absorb raw Nature.” Along the way, a Forest Service
employee kept trying to include Marshall in photographs to show human scale, but he refused:
“We are privileged to be looking at a billion years of the Creator’s work. Why should I, a mere



human, have the temerity to compete with this masterpiece?” Marshall wrote Cleator afterward,
characterizing Glacier Peak country as “marvelously beautiful” and confessing that he knew of
no other “country that surpasses in beauty the Northern Cascades.”57 Shortly after this hike,
Marshall fell ill and died, just shy of his thirty-ninth birthday.While Marshall tramped with Cleator,
the secretary of agriculture adopted the U-Regulations Marshall had created to designate
wilderness in national forests. Places like the North Cascades possessed values more than the
commodities they contained; this was Marshall’s main point. In his inspection report submitted
subsequently, he argued that “no part of the whole United States is so well adapted for a
wilderness as the country between Stevens Pass and Hart Pass,” a large area that
encompassed Glacier Peak.58 This whole big country, marked by peaks and passes as
magnificent as anywhere, deserved wilderness protection. Knowing of plans then circulating,
Marshall feared Park Service designs, telling Irving Clark, a stalwart Northwest conservationist,
that Forest Service wilderness would be better: “I know and you know perfectly well that if this
area should be made a park it would have roads extended to into its heart.”59 Conservationists
concerned about North Cascades wildness would continue to question which agency offered
the best options, the strongest protection, the greatest political strength. This narrative thread
winds through this story from start to finish.The summer before Marshall’s last hike, the
Wilderness Society poked at the Forest Service, no doubt egged on by Marshall. Robert Sterling
Yard, one of the organization’s other founders and its first president, wrote to USFS chief Silcox
to inform him that the Wilderness Society had passed a resolution that urged the agency to
create the nation’s “biggest, and in some respects the greatest forest roadless area” by
incorporating all the northern Cascade crest south to Stevens Pass.60 This reiterated Marshall’s
plea in the first Living Wilderness three years before. So, when a road edged into this region,
Yard was frustrated since Silcox had assured him the agency was studying the area for
wilderness designation. From their earlier exchanges, Yard assumed the Wilderness Society
would be provided the opportunity to share its ideas if the Forest Service contemplated changes
to the North Cascades. Feeling betrayed, Yard slammed his cards on the table. Many society
members, especially those rooted in the Northwest, felt “indignant,” believing “the only safe way
to preserve the wilderness is to put it into a national park.” Yard played a strong hand designed to
stir up trouble. The Forest Service and National Park Service, like two roosters in the henhouse,
danced around each other for years, and Yard exploited the circumstances.61To good effect.
From the Washington, D.C., office, Silcox ordered the regional forester, in no uncertain terms, to
start no new road projects in the region, characterizing the agency’s actions as double-crossing
the Wilderness Society. This was a remarkable sentiment. The Wilderness Society, barely four
years old, had, it seems, moved the Forest Service chief by a simple letter. Silcox informed the
regional forester that two rangers, one of whom was Bob Marshall, soon would be in the region
to study the question of boundaries. Silcox hoped for some finality but was unwilling to rush.
Then, near the end of 1939, Silcox died. The two strongest Forest Service advocates for a wilder
North Cascades died before completing their legacies.62Unrestrained, the regional office



pressed forward. A series of stopgap designations protected the Glacier Peak area. A 233,600-
acre Glacier Peak–Cascades Recreation Unit existed, although this designation merely
announced that the USFS deemed recreation the highest use there. In 1940 the agency created
a larger (352,000-acre) Glacier Peak Limited Area. “Limited area” was a label unique to Region
6. The region, which comprised Washington and Oregon national forests, used “limited area” in
places considered off limits to development until the agency decided otherwise.63 The agency
referred to it as a “stop-look-listen” approach.64 But Harvey Manning, a longtime Northwest
conservationist known for his acerbic wit, once characterized “limited area” as meaning “we
haven’t yet figured out where to put the logging roads.” Manning could turn a phrase for a cause,
but he recognized the ephemerality of limited areas: they could be eliminated from the regional
office any afternoon.65As the Forest Service drew lines across the Cascades, the debate
moved beyond the agency as Northwest conservationists gathered. In 1940 the conversation
helped to clarify—and perhaps harden—the distinct desires and perspectives conservationists
held for Glacier Peak and the future of the North Cascades. They overwhelmingly focused on
recreational potential for Cascades wilderness, but occasionally someone referenced scientific
value. Irving Clark once envisioned the high Cascades as a “research laboratory.” A tall thin man
who was active in liberal causes like civil liberties and a longtime active member of Seattle’s
alpine club, the Mountaineers, Clark had long fought against incursions by timber companies on
the Olympic Peninsula. But now he stood strong for North Cascades wilderness. Clark wrote to a
U.S. representative from Washington State, “The region of the North Cascades should now be
permanently dedicated to its highest and best use,—its scientific, educational and recreational
use as a wilderness.”66 So sure was Clark in his convictions that he advocated ignoring local
interests and miners when he urged the Forest Service to use its property rights without
consulting others. Shortchanging democratic input like this was necessary in Clark’s mind to
counter the prevailing local economic powers. At the same time, growing tired of the
Mountaineers’ drift away from politics, Clark asserted stronger political organizing marshaled
through the Wilderness Society, where he sat on the governing council thanks to his friendship
with Marshall.67Clark became the strongest local force for Glacier Peak wilderness at this time,
a few months before Franklin Roosevelt won his unprecedented third term as president. He used
his energy to press the Forest Service’s leading recreation specialists in the Region 6 office and
the national office, F. V. Horton and John Sieker respectively. Both Horton and Sieker, persuaded
by local commercial interests, envisioned roads as inevitable. A future road, or several, crossing
the North Cascades, along with mine-to-market roads winding down from mountain ridges
through river valleys, would preclude the giant wilderness Marshall and Silcox wanted and for
which Clark advocated. Although wilderness advocates disagreed, Forest Service personnel
foresaw plenty of wilderness left over after these road projects, some four hundred thousand
acres in the Glacier Peak area alone. Some in the agency, such as Cleator, might regret the
incursions, but they generally thought that some wilderness was better than none. In truth, the
Forest Service was caught. Directed to support local economic interests, the agency followed a



policy of segregating mineralized regions to avoid conflict with miners, and public land law
favored miners. The Forest Service saw no other options.68Rumors swirled and confused and
conflated schemes and interests. For instance, many in the public thought the Forest Service’s
interest in Glacier Peak was a ruse the secretaries of agriculture and interior had devised to
create a North Cascades National Park, a possibility that assumed a shared vision while
ignoring the deep rivalries between them. The press and chambers of commerce lightly
threatened Horton, saying they would stir up opposition if protected areas prevented access to
favored local passes. Horton wished to avoid hassles for the secretary of agriculture but
anticipated a “dog-fight between the wilderness people, the mining people, and the
recreationists.”69This triad of interests is worth noting for two reasons. First, it shows how
“wilderness people” were not synonymous with recreationists. That is, different types of
recreation needed to be accommodated. Some recreationists wanted roads to mountain passes
to make for easier camping or hunting, a prospect anathema to the entire wilderness project.
Second, it neglects timber interests. Northwesterners would become accustomed to seeing the
timber industry as the main wilderness opponent. But in this era before World War II, at least in
the North Cascades, at least for now, commercial timber operations merited little attention.
Although they would appear soon, it is important not to read a dominant presence backward
through time. When Glacier Peak wilderness first became a public issue, mining more than
logging concerned wilderness proponents.70This hierarchy of use was confirmed with an
important exchange in 1940 between the Wilderness Society’s president, Robert Sterling Yard,
and Forest Service officials. C. M. Granger, who was then serving as acting chief, recognized
earlier hopes: “I know it was Bob Marshall’s wish that the entire Glacier Peak area be made into
a wilderness, and I would have liked to see that accomplished had it not been for the
incontestable mineral values involved, but, as you know, our general rule is not to include in
wilderness areas lands of high mineral value.”71 Yard informed Granger that the society rejected
the Forest Service removing protection on corridors in the proposed Glacier Peak wilderness.
Yard leveraged Marshall’s and Silcox’s recent deaths and asked what could justify denying
Marshall’s last request.72 Yard posed a series of questions about mining there that he
acknowledged might cause the agency “a great deal of trouble,” but he told Granger that he
hoped they would sort out the relationship between the agency and the Wilderness Society,
saying the two bodies “believe in the same ideals.”73 This final point might be read simply as an
effort at finding or creating or pretending they shared common ground, but it demonstrates how
recently the Wilderness Society had been founded (only five years before) and Forest Service U-
Regulations adopted (the preceding year). Each group was still negotiating how to understand—
and influence—the other. Glacier Peak wilderness helped advance the relationship.The Forest
Service coordinated between the national and regional offices to answer Yard.74 The
Wilderness Society wondered if chambers of commerce or other economic groups pressured
the agency. The answers were revealing. The regional forester Lyle Watts denied that any
individual or corporation seeking to mine near Glacier Peak had influenced his



recommendations. Yet, two paragraphs later, he explained how people from nearby cities, both
east and west of the Cascade crest, “definitely state that there is a need for roads” to get into the
high country.Their argument, which appears to us a logical one, is that if the Glacier Peak area is
to be enjoyed it must be made more accessible by having roads to the edge of it through the
uninteresting fringe which is now a barrier except to the few who are extraordinarily equipped
physically or who are wealthy enough to hire pack outfits. A sixteen-mile hike up hill, for instance,
from the west, is a pretty effective barrier to all but a few people. It creates a hierarchy based on
wealth or physical energy. Even with the exclusions there remains sufficient area to test the
stamina of those who have the physical qualifications to challenge the real wilderness without
benefit of an elaborate safari.75
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Tom R. Hulst, “A Probing and Absorbing Account of the Preservation of a Pristine Wilderness.
Professor Adam Sowards has composed a significant, well-researched and insightful
contribution to wilderness and public lands history in his chronicle about Miner’s Ridge and the
Glacier Peak Wilderness in Washington state. The book is titled An Open Pit Visible from the
Moon: The Wilderness Act and the Fight to Protect Miners Ridge and the Public Interest.
Readers will especially enjoy the accounts in the book about the early days of the environmental
movement of the 1960’s; the collision of corporate interests and public lands policy; the initial
interpretation and administration of wilderness policy just a few years after the enactment of the
Wilderness Act of 1964; the political alliances of wilderness devotees, labor, and the new left, to
resist environmental degradation; and the storytelling of some well-known writers from
respected periodicals who provided important reports to a national audience.In the 1950’s and
1960’s Sigurd Olson, Howard Zahnizer, David Brower and William O. Douglas called on
Americans to recognize the values and inspiration provided by untamed lands. Their actions led
ultimately to the enactment of the Wilderness Act of 1964. Nine million acres (54 areas within 13
states) were given “statutory wilderness” status in the 1964 Act. Within ten years another 50
million acres were considered for inclusion; and by 2000, over 106-million acres had been
added to the nation’s wilderness system—a big increase—but still merely 4.5 percent of the total
U.S. landmass. “Wilderness” was defined in the Wilderness Act in terms more poetic than is
normally the case in the staid and prosaic statute books."A wilderness in contrast with those
areas where man and his own works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area
where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a
visitor who does not remain . . . . It is further defined to mean an area of undeveloped Federal
land retaining its primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or human
habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural conditions . . ."While
the Glacier Peak Wilderness was created administratively in 1960 by the US Forest Service, it
was given statutory protection by the 1964 federal law. The Glacier Peak Wilderness includes
Image Lake, Glacier Peak, and Miners Ridge. The descriptions of that part of the northern
Cascades are always stated in superlatives. William O. Douglas said that its value “in terms of
sheer beauty and inspiration is incalculable.” Ira Spring and Harvey Manning wrote that, “casting
ballots with their feet, hikers have voted this a supreme climax of the alpine world of the North
Cascades and the nation.” (Spring and Manning, 1998, 94). Ron Judd and Dan Nelson refer to
the Suiattle Pass area as “the freeway to the sublime,” and “the most beautiful in the entire
wilderness area, if not the country.” (Judd and Nelson, 1995, 172).Colorado Representative
Wayne Aspinall, a Democrat, chaired the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs in the
1960’s—and was no friend of wilderness! Indeed, as a condition of his support for the
Wilderness Act of 1964, he insisted on a provision that assured the inviolability of “all
established mining claims and permitting new claims until 1984” (78 Statute 89). Thus, the stage



was set for the stories told by Sowards in this book about the battles over the Glacier Peak
Wilderness involving the Forest Service, environmental organizations, and the Kennecott
Copper Corporation. 1. In December 1966, Kennecott Copper announced plans to exercise its
right to mine its claim in the Glacier Peak Wilderness by excavating an open pit near Miner’s
Ridge. 2. On April 7, 1967 Agriculture Secretary Orville Freeman, who oversaw the U.S. Forest
Service, gave a speech in San Francisco in favor of wilderness preservation and against the
mining claims of Kennecott. He said, “there are no instant ecologies, no instant wilderness.” 3.
On May 2, 1967, Fred Darvill, a physician from Mount Vernon, Washington, spoke directly to
stockholders at the annual meeting of Kennecott in New York City. He said in part, [Miners
Ridge] is the scenic climax of the entire North Cascades, America’s wilderness alps. They are
perhaps the most beautiful mountains in the world. . .” 4. In May 1967 the U.S. Senate held
hearings on the proposed North Cascades National Park—which in the end did not incorporate
the Glacier Peak Wilderness. In those hearings hundreds of people including professors and
students urged Congress to do everything to stop Kennecott Copper from mining; and to clarify
the relationship between public and private responsibility in the stewardship of public lands. 5.
On July 15, 1967 the United Steel Workers Union went on strike against Kennecott with 50,000
employees joining the action, ultimately. This occurred when world copper prices declined. 6. In
August 1967, Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court William O. Douglas joined over 150
people assembled in Darrington, Washington, to express their concerns about the mine.
Reminiscent of previous protest hikes along the C&O Canal and the beaches of the Olympic
National Park, this event was variously dubbed by the media a camp-in, protest hike, and trek.
Demonstrators hoisted signs that declared “Save the Skagit River System—Stop Kennecott
Open Pit Mine;” “Clean Water-Yes—Kennecott Pit Water-No!” Douglas spoke to those
assembled about the need to preserve undefiled the areas north of Glacier Peak. He criticized
the powerful mining lobby and the “built in tremendous hazard” the Aspinal provision posed to
wilderness areas—which allowed mining companies to secure patents on their claims through
the year 1984. Douglas urged repeal of that offending provision from the Wilderness Act as well
as federal condemnation and purchase of the property interests from Kennecott.Professor
Sowards weaves these stories together to construct a powerful history of wilderness
conservancy just after the passage of the Wilderness Act of 1964. A noteworthy and fun part of
the read is Soward’s resurrection of the book about the Sierra Club’s David Brower by John
McPhee entitled, Encounters with the Archdruid (1971). In this classic work, author McPhee
follows Brower—whom he dubs the Archdruid—and a geologist, Charles Park, into the Glacier
Peak Wilderness to observe firsthand what all the fuss was about. The conversations reported
by McPhee in his book—and recounted by Sowards—elucidate the vast chasm of opinion about
public lands—and wildlands in particular. In one exchange when the hiking party reached
Cloudy Pass, and confronted the fullness of Glacier Peak itself, Brower exclaimed, “Wow, My
God, look at that.” Brower referred to it as “the scenic climax.” Park, balked and said, “a hole in
the ground will not materially hurt this scenery.” Sowards summarizes the dialog reported by



McPhee as follows, “Brower spoke of obligations and higher planes: “Copper is not a
transcendent value here.” Park expected economic growth and praised affluence. . . Where Park
stood for the present and was unwilling to sacrifice it for the future, Brower worked for the future
and was willing to allow future citizens to decide. Park thought you could not ruin mountains.
Brower knew you could.”Professor Sowards concludes his chronicle in suggesting the
denouement was not simple and straightforward. In addition to politics, activism, walking town
meetings, the economics of the costs and prices of ore played a big part. The matter never
made it to the courts; there were no statutory fixes to the conflict; no executive orders. “Instead,
the issue kindled, heated, and then long smoldered” for a number of years—subject to the
vicissitudes of the global copper markets. The mining claim at Miner’s ridge was finally resolved
through land swaps between Kennecott and the Chelan PUD; and later the PUD and the Forest
Service as part of the Wild Sky Wilderness bill of 2008. He closes his narrative by saying that
“the history of Miners Ridge is most important to the place itself. Although it is important to see
singular places’ connections to broad national or global trends, such places deserve to have
their histories told.”Indeed! This remarkable story of the Glacier Peak Wilderness given to us by
Professor Adam Sowards, provides a poignant reminder of the wisdom and foresight of
wilderness forebears like Robert Marshall, Harvey Manning, Polly Dyer, David Brower, Fred
Darvill, Patrick Goldsworthy, Brock Evans, and William O. Douglas. Especially given the benefit
of hindsight, is there any possible cost- benefit analysis that supports the devastation of such an
area? The encroachment of roads and mines in that wilderness, at the end of the day, would
merely satisfy the financial interests of a few. The loss of wildness, the degradation of crystalline
streams, the exposed gullies, and the brutal scars disfiguring the landscape would be a
monument to the folly of a day when resources were viewed as mere entries on a corporate
balance sheet.”
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